
Chemistry 106 Expectations 
 
As the title indicates, these are what I would expect of you, when you come into the classroom.  
These should be common sense, but I am reiterating them for students.  I also provide what you  
can expect of me. 
 
Buzz Piersol 
 
 
Daily Classroom Expectations of Students 
 

 Regularly attend class 
 Arrive to class on time 
 Read and understand the syllabus and policies within 
 Be aware of campus policies and be familiar with the PC catalog 
 Cell phone is off or set on vibrate/silent, no social media during class. 
 Bring all materials to every class meeting: pencil, notebook, calculator, textbook 
 Retain all handouts throughout the semester 
 Read the textbook 
 Perform homework/lab assignments on time 
 Prepare for examinations 
 Contact instructor outside of class, if making below-than-average progress 
 Be prepared to learn and participate 

 
Daily Laboratory Expectations of Students 
 

 Arrive to lab on time 
 Turn cell phone off or set it to vibrate/silent, no social media during lab 
 Bring/Borrow and wear safety goggles during experiments 
 Wear closed-toe shoes (i.e. not sandals) 
 Do not wear loose/dangling jewelry or loose clothing 
 Tie-back long hair. 
 Read the procedure and follow instructions for daily experiment 
 Notify instructor of any accident/spill/fire (including glass breakage) 
 Do not eat/drink in the laboratory 
 Be prepared to learn and participate 

 
What Students Can Expect of the Instructor 
 

 Arrive to class/lab on time 
 Frequently invite questions, and answer all questions 
 Communicate with students respectfully 
 Be prepared for daily activity/lecture/laboratory with all supporting/necessary 

materials. 
 Return laboratory assignments in a reasonable amount of time. 
 Return exams in a reasonable amount of time. 
 Regularly notify students of grade progress 
 Assign grades fairly, according to the syllabus, and high academic standards 
 Encourage student learning 


